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King Bidgood’s in the Bathtub

By Don and Audrey Wood

OR…

This is a roy   song! This is a roy   song!
al                                al

This is a roy   This is a roy   This is a roy   song!
al                     al                     al 

Intrade from: Paralipomena; Carl Orff, Gunild Keetman; Schott Publishing
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These first two pieces provide recurring theme music to 
the wonderfully repetitious story book. Intrade works 
well as both a processional, and as a transition between 
scenes. Help, Help reflects the recurring lament of the 
page boy. Each tub scene is further illustrated with its 
own musical offering as follows…



Parameters for Improvisation:
- End on the tonic - E (La pentatonic in G)
- Skips and steps, no leaps
- Make use of repeating patterns
- Play the rhythm of the words 

“Get out” cried the Knight… It’s time to battle!”
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“Get out!” Cried the Queen … “It’s time to lunch!”



Get out!” cried the Duke… “It’s time to fish!”



Get out!” cried the Court… “It’s time for the Masquerade Ball!”

This is a DJ turntable mixer app called “EDJing” and it can be used by 

teachers and students alike to create mashups and remixes of 

different pieces. Here, we have a recording of Keetman’s “Intrade” 

from Paralipomena mashed up with “Amen” by EDM (electronic dance 

music) group, Astral Projection.
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